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Introduction
Lasers with ultrashort pulse (durations τ L from ∼ 10 fs to few ps) have a wide range of technological and bio-medical applications. There are applications where only ultrafast lasers solve problem. E.g., those lasers are irreplaceable in the studies of elastic-plastic [1, 2, 3] or polymorphic transformations near atomistic limit, and in studies of picosecond [4] chemical reactions (detonation under action of very high and very short mechanical load). Physics of energy transfer from photons to material heating and motion is not trivial. In metals we have to consider a two-temperature (2T) state [5] to understand origin of subsequent phenomena. Density functional theory (DFT) is necessary to approximate quantum electronic properties used in 2T thermodynamic and transport calculations. Hierarchy of scales from fs to ns have to be taken into account to follow formation of surface structures directly from a 2T stage.
In the paper we compare ultrafast actions of optical and X-ray lasers. Previously people have attributed structure formation solely to an interference between incident electromagnetic wave and surface plasmons [6, 7] (ripples, spacing between ripples ∼ 1 um). Another insight starts from a paper [8] ; it was shown that thermomechanical effects (nucleation and spallation) are responsible for structure formation after small number of shots N of optical lasers hν ∼ 1 eV onto well polished surfaces (the case of random structures, spatial scales ∼ d T -thermal depth). Plasmons are absent in case of X-rays. Therefore thermomechanics is responsible for structure formation under action of ultrashort X-ray pulse at any number of shots. In future a hybrid approach including both a plasmon interference and a thermomechanics will be developed. It will allows to describe universally the cases with an arbitrary set of parameters N, hν, and incident fluence. In this paper we limit ourself to a thermomechanical ablation.
The mentioned spatiotemporal hierarchy is shown in Fig. 1 . Electron thermal wave emits compression wave "compr" at a transonic stage. At a 2T stage a trajectory of the thermal wave corresponds to the bottom-right edge of the hatched region in Fig. 1(a) . Compression wave runs away into the bulk, while a thermal layer remains near boundary. Gradually compression wave breaks and a shock wave appears. This event takes place at the right side relative to an area shown in Fig. 1 . It isn't shown. Slightly above ablation threshold F abl the nucleation begins in a narrow layer near the point where a reflected acoustic wave intersects with compression wave running to the left, see Fig. 1 (a). Two lines going up from the intersection point of acoustic characteristics in Fig. 1 (a) present the left and right edges of a layer filled by two-phase mixture. Appearance of mixture strongly decreases dynamic and thermal contacts between the edges.
Significantly above an ablation threshold F abl a wide nucleation zone 2-3 appears, see Fig.  1 (b). Above evaporation threshold F ev the condensed layer 1-2 (spallation plate) disappears [9] . In the interval of fluences F abl < F < F ev the layer 1-2 consists from hot liquid. The points a, m, and f in Fig. 1 (b) correspond to an instants (a) When the last characteristics of compression wave leaves the thermal layer. (m) Maximum penetration of melting front. In this point melting changes to solidification. (f) Total freezing of molten layer between the curves 3 and 4 in Fig. 1 (b) , see Section 3 below. Molten metal in the layer 1-2 remains hot for a long time after freezing of the right edge. Liquid in the point f freezes during ∼ ns time interval. Near the point f the random surface structures form if breaking of foam in vicinity of the edge 3 in Fig. 1 (b) lasts longer than solidification of melt between the lines 3-4, see Section 3 below. We see that a process of formation of surface structures covers many orders of magnitudes -7 orders if duration of pulse is 100 fs.
Short pulse laser ablation is better understood in case of optical lasers. In this case on metals the ablation threshold F abl is 2-3 times higher than a melting threshold F m . Therefore if we are interested to study active motions 1 we have enough energy to melt a solid fast. In this case nucleation shown in Fig. 1 takes place in liquid. We can regard the bottom boundary of a 2T region and curve 4 in Fig. 1 (b) as a trajectory of a melting zone. Melting zone is filled by solid-liquid mixture. This zone is wide at a 2T stage, and becomes much more narrow at a 1T stage. Ablation by X-ray lasers has similarities and differences with optical lasers, we will discuss them below. Here let's mention few features. In metals the radiation energy of optical lasers hν ∼ 1 eV is absorbed in intraband and interband transitions in the upper electronic shells. This energy almost entirely transfers to conduction electrons. Then 2T state appears since electrons are excited during shorter time interval τ L than they will cool later t eq . During the 2T stage the electrons gently transfer energy to ions: hν → T e → T i . This transfer proceeds through small steps of numerous e-i collisions. During the interval t eq the electrons are hot, and thermal energy spreads to a spatially significant depth d T many times larger than a skin depth. Figure 1 . The x, t diagram of sequence of processes initiated by ultrashort pulse. Time is reckoned from an instant when pulse intensity at a vacuum-target boundary "b" achieves maximum. Distance along a normal x to the boundary is reckoned from initial (prior to pulse) position of a boundary. (a) The red rectangular is an absorption region τ L × δ, where δ is a skin depth for optical irradiation and an attenuation depth for X-rays. The rectangular where electrons were strongly excited is placed inside 2T region where system gradually returns to electron-ion equilibrium T e = T i . This is the hatched region with spatiotemporal dimensions t eq × d T , where t eq , d T are duration of temperature equilibration and thickness of thermal layer created during 2T stage, resp. Velocity of heat penetration is higher than speed of sound c s at a 2T stage. This velocity sharply drops down below c s during transition from 2T to 1T (one-temperature) stage. Compression nonlinear acoustic wave "compr" separates from a thermal layer during this transit. (b) The lines 1, 2-3, and 4 correspond to a vacuum boundary, edges of a mixture layer, and to melting-recrystallization front, resp. This increases F abl since density of energy per unit volume necessary to overcome material strength weakly depends on value of d T , see paper [10] where has been shown that
In case of hard photons situation in metals is different. Very significant part of energy hν directly transfers to ion energy [11] . Absorption of energy hν by ion ionizes electron. This electron escapes from the ion thus changing charge of this ion. Ion with changed charge and its ion surrounding "immediately" (if we compare the transition period to an ion time scale which is an inverse Debye frequency ∼ 0.1 ps) increase potential energy of their interaction ("immediately" means during the time of escape ∼ 1 fs of an ionized electron from the ion). Fraction of this potential energy during the ion time scale transits to kinetic energy of ion motions. This rises internal energy and pressure of ion subsystem [11] . Such direct transfer hν → T i decreases electron energy at a 2T stage. Thus decreasing importance of thermal layer created be electron heat conduction in metal at a "standard" 2T stage. Instead a thermal layer of directly heated ions appears. Its thickness is defined by attenuation depth d att of hard photons. The depth d att may be significantly thinner than a thermal depth d T linked with electron conduction. Expansion of heat from the layer d att is restricted since holes are sitting at deep electron shells (therefore tunneling probability is low) while mobility of ions typically is small. Also additional heating of electron subsystem from ions from attenuation depth is small since temperature of ions is small in comparison with electron temperatures. Therefore spreading of ion energy from the depth d att through usual electron heat conduction is small. At comparable energies stored in electron subsystem and directly in ions the energy density per unit of volume may be significantly higher in the layer d att . This will decrease ablation threshold on absorbed energy and ablation depth at a threshold in case of hard photons in comparison with optical lasers. Let's mention that a thermal depth in dielectrics should be of the order of the attenuation depth d att since electron heat conduction is small. Let's also mention that it is difficult to study a range of intermediate absorbed energies in optical ablation of dielectrics because they are transparent and absorption begins only after optical breakdown when matter is too hot. While in the X-ray case the depth d att is fixed and small, matter is non-transparent and absorbing, and we can continuously create all states from below melting threshold F m and up to F abl and higher varying fluence F. Then regimes with foaming of molten dielectrics should exist. But it is difficult to freeze those foams because conduction cooling is slow.
2. Hydrodynamic expansion driven by electron pressure 2T states obeys 2T equation of state (EOS). This is a three dimensional EOS T e , T i , ρ. Pressure cold curves p(ρ, T e = 0, T i = 0) for nickel together with a low temperature 1T isotherm T = 0.529 kK are shown in Fig. 2 (a) . DFT cold curves satisfactory agree with each other and with the curves obtained from a wide-range EOS. DFT and EOS agree up to the point where pressure sharply increases to a value p = 0 on the EOS curve. This is a point of minimum of the (EOS, T = 0) curve in Fig. 2 (a) . This point corresponds to the point in Fig. 3 (a) where continuation of spinodal, liquidus, and solidus touch the T = 0 axis. Fig. 2 (b) illustrates how excitation of electron subsystem increases total pressure. This increase is obvious since we see that pressure p(ρ, T i = 0, T e ) at equilibrium density ρ = 8.9 g/cc rises from zero at T e = 0 to ≈ 75 GPa at T e = 2.5 eV. Similar DFT calculations of pressures of 2T crystals with cold ions (fixed in their lattice positions) was performed in works [12] (W), [13] (Ni), and [14] (Al,W).
Phase diagram of 1T EOS [15, 16] is shown in Fig. 3 (a) . Two-phase region outlined by binodal consists from subregions of metastability and absolute instability separated by spinodal. Solidus and liquidus are prolonged through binodal in Fig. 3 (a) . Solidus and liquidus are boundaries of solid-liquid mixture. It was found [16] that in most of metals liquidus intersects spinodal before the spinodal achieves the zero temperature limit. Aluminum is an example where liquidus and spinodal both independently reach the zero temperature limit. A zone of solid-liquid mixture can not exist if one of its boundary disappears. Therefore it is hypothesized that the spinodal achieves zero temperature at smaller degree of stretching (along a continuation of solidus in Fig. 3 a) . Therefore a minimum of a cold curve taken from the 1T EOS in Fig. 2 (a) is achieved significantly earlier than the minimum of the pressure well obtained by DFT or taken from [17] .
Our molecular dynamics (MD) operates with embedded atom model (EAM) interatomic potentials describing many-body interactions. Our EAM potentials for Al and Au were developed in paper [19] , EAM potential for nickel has been obtained in [20] . Electron temperature dependent EAM have been constructed based on DFT results obtained on a dense grid of (ρ, T e ) points. Electron pressure corresponding to this EAM is shown in Fig. 3 (b) . 2T hydrodynamics code is based on a 2T EOS. In this 2T EOS the total pressure is presented as p(ρ, T e , T i ) = p i (ρ, T i ) + p e (ρ, T e ), where p e is found from equation p e (ρ, T e , T i = 0) = p(ρ, T e , T i = 0) − p(ρ, T e = 0, T i = 0) and it is supposed that p e (ρ, T e , T i ) weakly depends on T i , here p is total pressure. In 2T EOS the ion pressure p i (ρ, T i ) is taken as pressure p(ρ, T ) from 1T EOS (without electronic Fermi type addition used in wide-range EOS) with substitution of T i in place of temperature T. In 2T EOS the electron pressure is Figure 2 . (a) Cold curves from density functional theory (DFT), wide-range 1T EOS [15, 16] , and from analytical approximation [17] . DMol 3 (accelrys materials-studio) and VASP [18] packages are used for DFT calculations. (b) Dependence of total pressure of system on density at fixed ion T i = 0 and electron T e = 2.5 eV temperatures. (c) Isotherms of total pressure p(ρ) for T i = 0, T e = fixed. They are calculated as a sum p = p e (ρ, T e ) + p Rose (ρ), where p e is electron pressure and p Rose is taken from [17] . We see that there is an interval 0 < T e < T min where the profiles p have minimums; T min = 32 kK (2.7 eV) for Al and 26 kK (2.25 eV) for Ni. The minimum degenerates into an inflection point at T e → T min − 0. There is also important subinterval T + < T e < T min where p in the minimum is positive; T + = 20.5 kK (1.8 eV) for Al and 21 kK (1.8 eV) for Ni. Isothermal (T e = const) expansion flow has an equilibrium point on a right branch of dependence p(ρ, T e ) if 0 < T e < T + . Situation with a rarefaction jumps becomes possible in case T + < T e < T min , see text for explanations.
approximated as [13] (ρ in g/cc, T e in K, approximation is based on DFT calculations)
This approximation for T e = 2.5 eV is presented as a curve "appr" in Fig. 3 
(b).
There is an important difference between EAM and 2T EOS. The 2T EOS is based on 1T EOS. Approximation of metastable region in the 1T EOS shown in Figs. 2 and 3 (a) is influenced by measurements done at rather large spatiotemporal scales ∼ mm and µs. Therefore the left slope of a "well" in a cold pressure profile "2T EOS" in Fig. 2 (a) is steep. In atomistic situation this slope should be more smooth, it should be more close to DFT data and to the curve "Rose et al." [17] as it is shown in Fig. 2 (c) . The main question is: are there a well at a pressure profile when a whole profile is above the axis p = 0? Of course, there is a well in a case of a steep left slope at any electron temperature. Fig. 2 (c) demonstrates, first, that there are cases with a smooth well and, second, that there are cases with positive total pressure in the minimum of a well. Why this question is significant for us? We are searching for regime of gaseous rarefaction under action of dominating electron pressure. In this case the metal outflow is composed from atoms with excited electrons since matter remains in 2T state. Then a possibility to obtain macroscopic hydrodynamic source of excited atoms appears.
There are two scenarios. In the first of them the sharp rarefaction jump (RFJ) appears. Its existence is obvious from Figs. 3 (c) and 4. In the second scenarios there are or less productive 2 2T evaporation from a boundary of 2T metal, or continuous flow without a rarefaction jump. Our 2T-HD code presents flows with a vacuum boundary if surface temperature T e is below the limit T + described in a caption to Fig. 2 (c) . And in 2T-HD we always have a rarefaction jump above this limit since in a case of a well with steep left slope (see Fig. 2 a) we have a feature in the form of a well on the dependence p(ρ) shown in Fig. 2 (b) at any temperature T e > T + ; because the temperature T min = ∞ for this case with steep slope. Corresponding 1) taken from [13] . Electron pressure p e is defined from equation Instant spatial distributions ρ(x, t f ix ) and p(x, t f ix ) are presented here as a parametric plot. In metal far from vacuum boundary we have ρ → ρ 0 = 8.9 g/cc, p → 0. Pressure increases when we approach to the boundary and after that decreases in the rarefaction flow. The first part of the rarefaction decrease of p follows 2T EOS isothermal curve at the distributions corresponding to an early instants.
hypothetical flow is shown in Fig. 4 . There are four main parts of this flow. They corresponds to profile t = 0.5 ps shown in Fig. 3 (c) . The first part is an isochoric rise of pressure from initial value p = 0. It locates before the point where velocity changes sign in Fig. 4 (b) and where the decreases of pressure and density begin in Fig. 4 (c) . In the second part the matter of nickel expands along the right slope of a well in Fig. 2 (b) . The third part corresponds to a jump. It connects two points: one in the minimum of a well and other point is outside the jump. The fourth part corresponds to a freely expanding flow outside the jump. During the 2T stage the 2-3 monoatomic layers pass the jump for the conditions of pulse shown in Figs. 3(c) and 4. Let us emphasize that as was said above we are interested here in a rarefaction flow going from a surface and on early 2T stage. We will not consider stretching of matter as result of deceleration of boundary, creation of tensile stress, nucleation, and spallation. Indeed, early rarefaction covers a small part of a heated layer d T . At this stage t t s = d T /c s and deceleration isn't significant. Spallation under influence of electron pressure has been considered in papers [21, 22] . see also papers [23, 24] where pressure p e was presented as a blast force.
We run MD simulations with EAM potential to check microscopic picture connected with expansion under action of electron pressure. Special EAM potential of nickel including electron temperature effects has been developed. This development is based on DFT calculations shown in Figs. 2 (a,b) and 3 (b) . Resulting pressure dependencies p(ρ, T e = fixed, T i = fixed) (isotherms) are shown in Figs. 2 (c) and 3 (b) . Figs. 2 (c) and 3 (b) present total pressure and electron contribution to total pressure, resp. Dependencies for Al are obtained in a Fermi model for conduction electrons, while dependencies for Ni are based on a set of DFT simulations. There are two approximations of pressure p e shown in Fig. 3 (b) both based on the DFT simulations. One is a simple approximation (1) taken from [13] . It is shown as the curve "appr." in Fig. 3 (b). Other is a curve "EAM" in Fig. 3 (b) . It is calculated from the EAM potential. EAM potential is presented as a multi-parameters rational function minimizing deviations of pressure and energy surfaces from the dense set of the data points on a ρ, T e plane obtained thanks to DFT. Simplex approach based on n -dimensional geometrical figures (program ameba) is used for optimization of n (few tens) parameters of the rational function. The curves "appr." and "EAM" in Fig. 3 (b) are slightly different. Therefore their ρ, pisotherms also differ. The ρ, p -isotherms corresponding to the approximation (1) for Ni and the curve "appr." in Fig. 3 (b) are shown in Fig. 2 (c) . Isotherms for Ni are obtained by summing the approximation (1) and expression for cold pressure from the paper [17] . This family of isotherms has an interval T + < T e < T min smaller than the same interval for Al. In degrees of softness of the pressure well on the isotherm there are 2T EOS (the most stiff well), Al in Fig.  2 (c) , Ni in Fig. 2 (c) , and Ni based on the EAM potential. The most soft well corresponds to the case of Ni described by EAM potential (a curve "EAM" in Fig. 3 b) . It has the shortest interval (T + , T min ), the minimum of a well goes far away in direction of small densities at the axis of ρ before the minimum passes into halfspace p > 0.
The RFJ may appear in the interval (T + , T min ). Our set of electron temperatures T e where MD simulations have been performed covers a range from 0 to 3 eV with a step 0.5 eV. We see that the value 2.5 eV is below the interval while the value 3 eV is above the interval. A shallow well means weak cohesion energy. A shallow well forms under stretching action of electron pressure. Metal with small cohesion is more volatile -evaporation proceeds more intensively at lower ion temperatures. Why the pressure well and the interval (T + , T min ) are important are discussed in Fig. 5 (a) . Initial state of Ni rho = 8.9 g/cc, p = 0 is shown as the point 1 in Fig. 5 (a) . Isochoric heating rises pressure to a value corresponding to temperature T earrow 2. After that expansion begins. It decreases pressure along the arrow 3 in Fig. 5 (a) . There are three cases in Fig. 5 (a) corresponding to different temperatures T e . In the first case temperatures T e belongs to the interval (0, T + ) -there is a minimum and it is below the axis p = 0. Then expansion stops in the point 4 when positive electron pressure and negative ion pressure balance each other.
The most interesting is the second case where temperature T e belongs to the interval (T + , T min ). The isotherm for this case is shown in Fig. 5 (a) as a blue curve with a minimum above the axis p = 0. A material particle near a vacuum boundary starts from the point 1, rises pressure along the arrow 2, begins to expand along the arrow 3, and arrives to the minimum 4. After that it has to expand further since pressure in the minimum 4 is higher than vacuum pressure. There are two ways to expand. In the first way the expansion proceeds along 4 → (5 g , 5 c ) -the condensed media decays into mixture of low and high density phases 5 g and 5 c due to acoustic instability, see Fig. 5 (a) . In the other way from the minimum 4 is a rarefaction jump 4 → 5 decreasing pressure and density and increasing velocity in a style shown in Fig. 4 (b,c) . It seems that the RFJ will exist in the case of a soft well shown in Fig. 5 (a) as it exists in a case of a well with a steep left slope. At last the high temperature state in Fig. 5 (a) freely expands as a gas along the path 1-2-3. MD simulations performed with EAM with short or absent interval (T + , T min ) are shown in Fig. 5, 6 . We have began MD studies to understand a microscopic picture accompanying intriguing phenomenon of a RFJ -rarefaction shock. But instead the MD results shed light to another surprising phenomenon -the two-stage rarefaction when longitudinal stress release is followed by a spatially distant release of transverse stress. Longitudinal unloading is simply caused by expansion into vacuum, while the transverse release runs in direction from the vacuummetal boundary into bulk. The transverse release propagates as a wave against an expansion flow. Thus lattice contribution manifests itself through this two-stage release. We must take into account that crystal survives a short period of time under conditions of heating from excited electrons. It will be interesting to consider an expansion of a 2T molten metal film in future MD simulations.
In Fig. 5 (b) expansion of a solid film under action of pressure p e overcoming atomic cohesion is shown. Profiles for two time instants are shown against self-similar axis x/t. We see that simple rarefaction profiles coincide. While the remarkable knoll is accelerated to the right, comp. longitudinal stress profiles 2 and 3. This knoll presents the right edge of a plastic wave propagating to the right side along the rarefaction wave. Propagation of plastic wave is supported by release of elastic energy in the space interval between the plastic front and the p = 0 layer near a vacuum boundary. Release of elastic energy is powerful enough to decrease expansion velocity, see Fig. 5 (c) , and prevents drop of density -density even increases, see Fig. 5 (b) . Fig. 5 (c) demonstrates two-step expansion. This is similar to the case described in papers [25, 26] . In the first step the matter accelerates under gradient of a longitudinal stress. During this acceleration the transverse elastic energy transforms into kinetic energy of expansion. At the first step longitudinal stress drops down much more than transverse stress. Transversely loaded state is unstable. In the second step the plastic transformations releases potential accumulated in transverse directions. This energy unloading send compression wave in both directions: downstream and upstream. The upstream wave as was said decelerates velocity of expansion and even rises density (!), see Fig. 5 (b) . While the downstream part additionally accelerates nickel in direction to vacuum, see Fig. 5 (c) with a two-step velocity profile.
Freezing of nanostructures
Above the early 2T stage has been considered. Later equilibration of temperatures of electron and ion subsystem takes place, see Fig. 1 . Typically duration of equilibration t eq is shorter than acoustic time scale t s = d T /c s . Thus hydrodynamic motions on the scales ∼ d T and ∼ t s take place in 1T metal. Below ablation threshold F abl the back characteristics of compression wave running to the right and the back characteristics of compression wave running to the left intersects in the middle of a heated layer d T , see Fig. 1 (a) . The strip "Compr" in Fig. 1 (a) corresponds to the right compression wave. The strip "Rarefact" is filled with a reflected wave p < 0 running to the right. It forms during reflection of the left compression wave from a vacuum boundary. This reflection changes sign of stress. Shift of a boundary stops after reflection of the back characteristics of the left compression wave. Contact between the fluxes of the right running characteristics of the compression and tensile waves "Compr" and "Rarefact" is filled by a fan of characteristics outcoming from the small vicinity of the x = 0, t = 0 point. This fan isn't shown in Figs. 1. Spatiotemporal width of the fan gradually increases during its propagation. This process gradually decreases a slope of a pressure profile in the contact zone between the waves "Compr" and "Rarefact". Below an ablation threshold the maximum stretching and tensile stress are achieved in the point of intersection of the back characteristics of the waves "Compr" and "Rarefact" (width of the fan is small at t ∼ t s ). Therefore at F = F abl the nucleation starts in this point. Nucleation separates continuous metal in to two part. Nucleation zone evolve into a zone with vapor bubbles. They fill an interior between two blue straights in Fig. 1 (a) . In papers [8, 27, 28] it was shown that nucleation threshold F nucl is few percents less than ablation threshold F abl . Above ablation threshold the spallation plate separates and flies away from a main body. The spallation plate is a layer between the vacuum boundary and the left blue straight in Fig. 1 (a) . In the interval F nucl < F < F abl there are possibility that bubbles in the layer between the two blue straights in Fig. 1 (a) will remain frozen inside solid. This depend on a competition between the hydrodynamic process of shrinking of bubbles and thermal process of cooling and freezing [28] . The shrinking and bubbles collapses dominate at a final temporal part of cavitation when resistance to stretching overcomes inertia of matter accelerated at an initial expansion stage. This shrinking stage exists since we are below ablation threshold. For optical lasers the ablation threshold is few times higher than melting threshold. Therefore there are bubbles and liquid around the bubbles.
Results of large scale MD simulation including very important ingredient -a Monte-Carlo description of an electron thermal transport are presented in Figs. 6. Those calculations were Simulation shown in Figs. 6 is important for understanding of phenomena leading to appearance of chaotic structures. The key here is the processes of foam stretching and breaking in interplay with freezing of supercooled liquid. Hydrodynamic motions under action of inertia, tensile stress, and surface tension compete with an equally slow 3 solidification up to the end of motion -up to the final stop of motion in a thermally stressed state. A droplet at tip of jet demonstrates an amazing dynamics. Membranes surrounding bubbles in foam are ultimately stretched by inertial expansion up to 2-3 interatomic distances. Membranes break in their thinnest parts. This breaking forms a wall type feature made from a remnant of a membrane. The feature is topped with a droplet at its upper edge. The droplet is a formation elongated along the edge of membrane. It accumulates mass during contraction of broken membrane. It accumulates not only mass but also momentum of this mass. This momentum is created during contraction. Therefore velocity of a droplet differs from velocity of membrane itself. Complicated velocity field appears under action of surface tension and freezing/melting processes taking place in a contact between the liquid droplet and colder solidified membrane. The last picture in the series shown in Fig. 6 shows instant coexistence of liquid red droplet and frozen green jet type membrane. Experimental pictures in Figs. 9-11 below present plenty examples of such membranes, jets, and droplets.
Let us consider the remnant of a membrane attached to the bulk of a target. In Figs. 6 the bulk is located in the bottom of the pictures. As was said, after breaking this remnant begins to contract forming a long droplet along the edge of the broken membrane. In the last picture in Figs. 6 this droplet is elongated in direction perpendicular to the plane of picture. In a 3D picture this elongated droplet deforms as a result of inhomogeneity of velocity, stress, and temperature conditions along the droplet. Therefore 3D rounded droplets gradually form from the elongated one. They are clearly seen in the experimental Figures 10 and 11 below. Finally cooling due to pumping of heat from a hot surface layer into bulk totally solidifies liquid masses. Very slow creep continues during subsequent shrinkage of nanocrystallite solid under action of a field of residual stresses. Thus nanostructures appear on an irradiated target surface. Those structures are an interlacement of threads, threads with droplets, and broken and survived undersurface bubbles, see Figs. 9-11. They are mixed with a "skin" from a nanocrystallite solid. Broken and survived undersurface bubbles have narrow entrances going into the undersurface cavities visible in Fig. 10 (c) .
Figures 7-9 correspond to ablation of a nickel film deposited onto glass substrate. Similar structures have been obtained in works [29, 30, 31, 32, 33] . The target from Ni has been irradiated by a p -polarized laser pulse from an air side. This is a Cr:forsterite laser. The first harmonics λ = 1240 nm has been used. Duration of pulse is τ L = 100 fs. Angle of inclination is 45 o degrees.
Important quantity is an ablation threshold. Let us give a data corresponding to a nickel target irradiated from an air side. Incident fluence at an ablation threshold is 0.32 J/cm 2 . Of course this value depends on polarization and inclination. While a value of absorbed fluence at an ablation threshold after a single shot is independent on conditions of irradiation (polarization and inclination). Absorbed fluence at an ablation threshold for nickel is 0.14 J/cm 2 . Absorption coefficient A was specially measured. It depends on polarization, inclination, fluence, and duration. Near ablation threshold this coefficient is A = 0.45.
Experimental results (Figs. 9, 10 ) fully confirm our MD modeling of foaming and freezing. In experiments nickel film ≈ 1 um thick has been deposited onto glass substrate. Film has been irradiated through air. Chains of single shot craters obtained on a film surface have been analyzed by optical and scanning electron microscopy (SEM). Fig. 7 (a) demonstrate existence of frozen jets and undersurface bubbles in case of nickel. Previously these observations have been made for aluminum [28] . Now their presence is firmly established for transition metal.
SEM images of a crater and structures inside the craters are shown in Figs. 10 for the case of gold. We see that there is no tendency to form ripples even in the case of optical lasers, relatively high fluences, and limited number of shots, see Fig. 10 (c) .
The X-ray lasers give us opportunity totally neglect plasmons contribution into formation of surface structures -no ripples at all. The reason is simple -photon frequency is many times higher than plasmon frequencies. Scales of structures enlarge with increasing of number of shots Figure 11 . Surface structures formed by short pulse (duration 7 ps) soft X-ray (hν = 90 eV) laser irradiation. Small pieces from irradiated spots are shown. Area of those spots is ≈ 200 um 2 . Device is described in papers [34, 35] . Thresholds for ablation are: Al 14 ± 5 mJ/cm 2 ; Cu 16 ± 5 mJ/cm 2 ; Au 21 ± 5 mJ/cm 2 .
N. See examples shown in Fig. 11 . This is significant observation. Ablation threshold is few times lower than in case of optical lasers. This is very important feature of short pulse X-ray ablation. We have to emphasize that we compare absorbed fluences (absorbed energy) in optical and X-ray cases necessary to overcome ablation threshold. Conclusion. Above the early 2T stage in case of metals and optical lasers has been studied. New types of expansion dynamics have been described. Amount of ablated matter (few monoatomic layers) is small. But these atoms are ejected out in an unusual 2T state. This means that atoms remain excited during their separation from main body of a target. Theory and experiments on surface structure formation have been conducted and described. It is important to compare optical and X-ray irradiations. This allows to elucidate plasmons effects connected with interference of incident and surface electromagnetic waves. Surface structures exactly correspond to the picture developed above. The picture is based on phenomena of nucleation, foaming, and freezing of foam remnants appearing as result of mechanical breaking.
